
Sample of edited feedback sent to me personally by emails from 
audience members at Tottenham 
 
Siobhan Davies- choreographer 
Thank you for making me, us more conscious of our own roots as well as the 
long sensuous history of a remarkable tree. Tree as material symbol, home, 
food, producer, exchanger, transformer, metamorphosis, myth, protection, 
shadow,...... Oh my lord it went on in my mind way after mid night. I walked 
backwards away from the scene, the tree became a little smaller settling into 
its landscape, still magnificent with the most fabulous noises still coming out 
of it. 
 
Angela Woodhouse-choreographer and lecturer 
I very much enjoyed sharing the moment under that wonderful tree in Bruce 
Castle Park…. The performance was a beautiful evocation of the community 
and a bonding between communities that are the heart of Tottenham.  It 
touched a need to share and return to a notion of connection to nature that 
seems to be retrograde in this ever so sophisticated urban 21st Century, 
much of which might be quite superficial. I appreciated the thought in the body, 
the indication of birds nesting without the bird - a carefully chosen lexicon of 
movement and image …that took us part way to leave us room to 
travel.  Finally the artists voice in the poetry was very moving and I was 
absorbed in their words. There was a tension in the air as we occupied a 
territory that was and wasn't ours.  
 
 
Isaac Lee- Kronick- composer 
Though the image of performers occupying a tree in a public space is quite a 
striking and radical one-particularly with the boiler suits and the strange 
sounds they produce- the overall effect of the piece on the audience was a 
strangely and pleasantly subtle one. 

As a piece of performance it felt indirectly illuminating, I didn’t feel there was 
an agenda being pushed but the themes of ownership nature verses urban 
bubbled in my mind during and afterwards with the tree representing a 
looming but peaceful presence. It occurred to me as I was watching that the 
tree is both the setting of the piece, a character in the piece, and a living 
organism.  One which has more of a stake in the space it occupies than any 
person does.  

The way it affected children was also surprising and made me realise I might 
be more cynical than I first thought. Though their attention occasionally waned. 
Their constant presence throughout the 4 hour performance felt as much a 
part of the performance as the performers in the tree.  

I didn’t think a piece with such nuance would be of interest to children. 
Perhaps it was the strangeness, simplicity and playfulness of it that stoked 
their curiosity but that is an equally valuable experience as any other. 

 



Theresa Beattie-producer 
I experienced Calling Tree as an oasis of calm, purposeful creative endeavour 
in the city. Multifaceted: being part of a group with Alesandra, feeling the 
ground as we lay and looked up into the oak, holding hands with children and 
listening carefully. Also the more solitary experience of reading and placing 
the poem I was given, observing the performers from various vantage points 
around the tree and at different proximities to it. My attention led by sound and 
sight. Especially the calls across the park. Talking to friends, talking to people 
I hadn’t met before. Momentarily being part of a park I’m not familiar with and 
talking to a mum with her kids. 
 
 
Alex Reuben- film maker 
'This was a special time – following the Brexit march – & I needed my spirits 
uplifting. To be honest I was not in the mood for art. How wrong could I be? At 
first there appeared to be not much happening. As I approached I heard 
murmurings, caught flutterrings, as if out of the corner of my eye. Slowly 
acrobats, poets, movers and accapellas singers all came in to focus. It was 
really like a magic magnet. Late, I wanted to leave, but I couldn’t. I stayed 
hours. Even when the skies opened. What I loved most about this work was 
the subtlety of the choreography and how that term embraced not just a tree, 
but a whole park and community. The transitions from sound to dance to song 
were seamless and I lost count of the number of times that I saw locals 
wandering through the park on everyday business, gradually change tack, 
drawn towards the tree. All ages. The most exciting aspect for me was to see 
young, local children from different backgrounds, volunteering all day and 
loving it. You could see the enthusiasm and the sense of achievement and 
belonging to something creative, exciting and new in their line of sound and 
vision. Something rare and hard to achieve… 
 
 
 
Edited samples of feedback -Calling Tree Bloomsbury  
 
sent to me by email by audience members 
 
Emma Louvelle -artist 
What I loved profoundly was the fact that the performers on both the visual 
and audio fronts managed to highlight and yet harmonise at the same time. It 
wasn't a fluorescent highlighting that jarred but a gentle giant magnifier of 
varying dimensions for the eyes and the ears, allowing one to see the trees 
and surrounding environment in a clearer or different way.  
 
Dr Cathy Read –public health consultant  
I am really sorry I couldn’t stay for the whole two hours but the time I was 
there did make me appreciate the trees in a completely different way. 
Fantastic! 
 
Theresa Beattie - producer 



I found Calling Tree so different to Tottenham; the shape and proximity of the 
trees, the smaller, fuller, tidier park all contributed ( for me) to a sense of 
being invited to focus upward more than outward  The beginnings of Autumn 
with falling leaves exposed the shapes created by the performers as more 
architectural than I'd remembered  
 
Beth Alena McInnes - mature student  
The change of season felt like a choreographic choice, the air was fresh and 
the light seemed to disappear at exactly the right moments, …. 
 
The whole piece seemed to have a subtle built up, starting off very sparse 
with random bird calls from somewhere in the trees, really left me questioning 
where they’d come from and from which performer, sometimes, although 
mostly not, I questioned if they were real…., I was constantly sharply drawn to 
the next location of sound or performance, it felt really interesting and gave 
that feeling of sharpness that you get in nature sometimes where you quickly 
hear something and sharply look to as not to miss it.  Because of this the 
audience moved around like a small flock from one spot to the next, it felt 
quite free but also led.  
 
…the whole thing was like this visual melody of sounds and whispers.. Every 
now and again someone would walk (or jog) through the space unaware and 
it would bring you back to reality a little, …this space that had been 
completely transformed into this little haven, you remembered you were in 
London, in the centre of London! …I have often walked through that park on 
my way to SOAS and being in it felt like a whole new place, almost 
unrecognisable, I honestly almost forgot where I was.   
 
. …this essence of a fleeting moment and small subtleties that if you don’t 
allow yourself to see the beauty in the some of the simplest parts, well then, 
you just won’t see it.  
 
 
Clare Finburgh - Department of Drama and Theatre, University of Kent 
Four adults and three children, one in a push chair, ambled into a little park 
with enormous trees, in central London. One of the adults had studied and 
worked at a university just a short walk from this former graveyard, so was 
surprised that she had never come across this quiet haven lodged between 
some of London's busiest thoroughfares. 
 
The quiet astonishment of finding a literal breathing space between the 
Euston Road, Southampton Row and Grays Inn Road prepared us for the 
gentle work of the performance. We were there to look differently. As we 
entered the park, a "flock" of adults swooped past, arms spread and tilted like 
wings. We heard voices call and respond through the trees, above and across 
us. Most of all, we were there to look up. Climbers on ropes scaled the giant 
trunks up into the highest branches. As we watched their agile and artful skill, 
we were also drawn to the foliage, the lattice of branches, the canopy of green 
of which they became part.  
 



I have written essays on eco-performance, and edited a book on this subject. 
Never, though, until "Calling Tree", had I seen a performance that I could 
genuinely recognise as ecological. If "ecology" derives from the Greek "oikos", 
meaning "home", then the trees played host to the climbers, as they do to 
birds, insects and other non-human animals. And if the concept of "ecology" 
implies that all human and non-human animals, all animate and inanimate 
entities, belong in the same home, and are constituent and essential parts of 
the same network, then "Calling Tree" illustrated how leaves, climbing suits, 
ropes and bark were all materials; and birdsong, rustling, calling and 
children's chatter all contributed to one soundscape.  
 
One of us is an academic who specialises in contemporary performance from 
the UK and continental Europe. Another is a former head teacher. Another 
has his own web design company and the fourth is a Malaysian 
environmentalist. Each of us, from the most to the least "specialist", from mid-
forties to not even one year old, was captivated in our own singular and silent 
way by the sounds and sights above and around us. 
 
 
 
Extracts from 4 Interviews by Cathy Washbrooke PhD student 
Audience member-local resident 
Just the feeling of having taken part (albeit as an observer) in something well 
out of the ordinary....also the memories of images and the sounds. Running 
feet on grass, horses hooves, singing, calling, ropes passing through pulley 
blocks. stuff like that.  
 
…St George's garden now looks different to me. There is the tree that was 
temporarily occupied by a man in red overalls......there is the patch of grass a 
man ran through......Whether that feeling will last I have no idea.   
 
I watched all of the "Square dances" a few years ago around the squares of 
Bloomsbury and this new project adds to and reinforces that earlier 
experience, reminding me that outdoor spaces in cities offer everybody who 
uses them an opportunity to awaken and refresh their awareness of every 
physical thing, natural element or creature that surrounds them.  
 
 
Extracts from audio file of an interview with an audience member 
…The beautiful way the performers really blended and went into dialogue with 
the trees and the surroundings, I was very moved by the level of engagement 
of the performers with their surroundings, and how any ordinary tree or park 
can become this absolutely enchanted garden, where we just pause and 
listen. The name Calling tree really speaks to this. For me it was a wake up 
call to everybody, every living resident of a city to just pay more attention to 
their parks and to the amazing wonders of nature that go on there. …  
 
Nature, natural life, trees, vegetation and urban life. I felt there was a real 
sense of wonder and beauty that came out of the whole engagement on the 
part of the performers and most of the audience that came through as well. ..I 



felt a sense of perfect choreography including whatever else was happening 
in the space….  That came out of the real attunement that was palpable to me 
on the part of the performers.  
 
What really engaged me was the sense of suspended time, the slowness of 
the movements was a different kind of time… it was tree time really…. I felt 
absolutely mesmerized.  
 
…it really is an amazing political, educational experiment. Because it is also a 
very indirect and yet I believe a very, very efficient way of getting people to 
understand things not from their mind only because that never works.   
 
 
Extracts from an audio file of an interview with an audience member  
A regular visitor to the park on her way to work 
Encountering the rehearsal was a really lovely experience…Someone 
interacting with the park and trees particularly – in an intentful way, …unusual 
way... it made me look at the park in a different way, I hadn’t thought about 
the trees very much,…. I remember thinking it was incredibly calm, a gentle 
way of engaging with the space. 
 
The greatest change was during the performance itself, I was absolutely 
blown away by the complexity of emotion and also the kind of way people 
were in the park during the performance.., I was noticing how the audience 
was moving about.. a lovely fluidity… I still don't know what was and what 
wasn’t part of the performance…  When it started people were quite restless, 
but amazingly quickly, people became so much more still,… they stopped 
chattering, looking at their phones, …they became much quieter and stiller 
over time. Incredibly impressive.  Pretty soon it was really impossible for me 
to leave, I absolutely wanted to know what was going to happen….I became 
still and quiet …it was very meditative. I dashed home and wrote quite a lot 
about how it made me feel…. It had allowed me to feel very deeply connected 
and restful, particularly with the trees...  It had allowed me to feel and be with 
simultaneously, both incredible alive and incredibly still…still attention… 
 
I am not exaggerating to say I found it quite a moving experience that stayed 
with me a lot over the past month. It has definitely changed the way I look at 
the park... The memory of what I experienced during the performance has 
been very… enduring in me, … Almost every time I go through ( the park) I 
think about it… immediately as I glance down the park, definitely that 
landscape ,the beings in the landscape, are now coded for me in that 
memory…. I get a little jolt of memory of what I felt, it might be very quick. I 
am impressed by the way the performance itself is powerful enough to embed 
itself in my memory… in a very embodied way, not in a very rational or 
analytical way… I get a jolt of the same emotional core. It’s changed the 
effective response I have to the space…  I feel my body have a little tiny bit 
the same I felt in the performance. ….little embedded, absorbed responses. 
 
I would say its definitely quite profoundly changed my relationship to that 
space but it’s also changed my relationship to other places as well.  As we 



talk I can feel those feeling bubbling up inside me and I have felt it again in St 
Georges but I think I went to the wetlands and spent time there… I think part 
of what I was feeling there had been heightened by that experience through 
Calling Tree…. I can recognise the Calling Tree in part of what I was feeling.  
 
I think the part of the experience that stayed with me the longest is actually 
the sounds..I am surprised by that…there was a wonderful part where the 
man and woman walked around chanting singing…I never wanted that to end 
…that's been the most powerful….I can't remember the words, but it doesn't 
matter.  
 
… creating those kinds of ritual performances in natural arenas …what a good 
idea because of the way it can shape how people then value other kinds of 
spaces, its helps people value these spaces. 
 
What was wonderful about the performance…. was about recognizing and 
valuing and ..showing a respect and love for a world that's bigger than you, 
…but not in a way about subjugating or subordinating yourself to it, …but 
about a sense of interlacing and interlinking or just being part of the same 
thing. … Homage without the hierarchy…. Reverence is a good word…. 
Reverencing as a verb is more closely where I am trying to get to.  
 
It’s made me think a lot about how we experience time… 
 
Extracts from an audio file of an interview with an audience member  
 
…there were a symbiotic relationship between the performers and the tree. 
 
It conveyed to me the how the changes take place over time yet the tree 
seemed to be like a spine that went through all periods of time like a spine 
joining time up.  
 
The destruction of such a structure( the tree) you are destroying time, past 
and experiences, feelings; its not just chopping down a tree, you are chopping 
down a  history as well- not just a history of events but a history of feelings as 
well.  
 
It indicates our own mortality….  Similar to the lives that would have been 
around that tree I also am interacting with the tree, so there is something of 
timelessness while the tree is there…. My life can cease but my existence is 
still within the tree’s experience. 
 
… I think it’s important it was in a public place….. It's a commonplace, there’s 
a universality about it isn’t there.…it makes it a richer experience …so 
varied…. 
 


